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I mentioned internal turmoil at the beginning of the post, this was because up until a few days before my selfnomination, I?ve been very confident, and consistently so for a very long time, that I never want to run for DPL. The
work that I care about and spend most attention on doesn?t at all require me being a DPL. Also, having more
responsibility in areas that I?d rather let others take care of sounded a bit daunting. I?d much rather spend time on
technical and more general community issues than very specific interpersonal problems or administrative tasks like
reading and approving budget proposals, sending out developer certificates, etc. On top of that, I was aware that
running for DPL and opening myself like that means that I open myself to a very wide array of critique, that people
might put everything I say under a microscope and try to tear it apart, and that running for DPL means being prepared
for that.
Despite that turmoil, a small nagging part kept asking the questions ?But what if??, what if I were DPL, what would I
do? What would I change? What would I do as DPL that would make Debian better, and better as a DPL than I just
could as a normal debian developer? These questions helped form in my head what my platform would look like, why I
wanted to run for DPL, and how the rest of my campaign would shaped up. This year is also unique for me compared to
previous years in that I will actually have time over the next year to focus on DPL-like activities. That, combined with
the plans that were shaping up that I?m very enthusiastic about, convinced me that it?s time to step up and proceed with
my self-nomination.
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